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T-AH(L) Conversion Project 
 

LT Perry Branch, USN, LTJG Ashley Fuller, USN, LTJG Ben Hawbaker, USN 
 

The two 1,000 bed T-AH 19 MERCY class hospital ships are currently the only 
dedicated hospital ships in the U.S. inventory.  The overall mission of today’s hospital 
ship has shifted from traditional combat support to include humanitarian support for 
catastrophe situations at home and abroad.  The TA-19 class’ size (894 ft long, 33 ft 
draft) and manning requirements limit its effectiveness for this emerging need.  A 
smaller, more flexible vessel would allow an increased worldwide US humanitarian 
presence.  The LSD-41 Whidbey Island class dock landing ships have substantial hull life 
remaining and highly supportable diesel power plants.  Their size (609 ft long, 18 ft draft) 
and 5 knot speed advantage greatly improve the flexibility of the platform in a hospital or 
humanitarian aid role. Additionally, its ability to conduct well-deck operations as well as 
sustained helicopter operations simultaneously allows for significantly faster and more 
flexible patient receiving.    

 
The T-AH(L) hospital ship conversion involves minimal impact to the existing ship by 
inserting the bulk of the hospital functions into a three deck, 40,000+ sq ft “hospital box” 
occupying much of the LSD welldeck and vehicle turntable areas. This space contains a 
250 bed hospital, roughly the typical historical mission requirement, including 4 
operating rooms, 26 ICU beds, and full diagnostic and laboratory facilities.  The 
remaining hospital functions and medical staff berthing are amply accommodated within 
the former troop berthing and other amphibious mission-related spaces.  A reduced 
welldeck capability was maintained by converting the aft 180 ft of the well into a LPD-4 
style welldeck with a steel beach as a water barrier and ramp.  The existing aviation 
capability was bolstered by the addition of hangar space for 2 UH-60 helicopters, 
reducing it to one landing pad, but adding the ability to house organic aircraft.  

 

 
 

Modified Well Deck and “Hospital Box”  
 

The converted design was analyzed for strength, stability, and seakeeping and met all 
requirements.  Additionally, it performed very favorably vs. the existing T-AH 19 in 
scenarios reflecting current hospital ship employment and simulated mission cost 
analysis.  Due to the low-impact conversion design, the cost of the conversion is a very 
feasible $125 million.  The T-AH(L) ship conversion provides a cost  and operationally 
effective solution to a present need within the fleet.  
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Flight Deck with hangar added 
 
 

CHARACTERISTIC VALUE
Length at Waterline 580 ft
Length Overall 608 ft
Beam 84 ft
Draft (Dry/Wet) 18 ft / 27 ft
Depth at Midships 53 ft
Lightship Displacement 13950 LT
Full Load Displacement 16160 LT
Max Speed 25.2 kts
Endurance Speed 18 kts
Range (at 18 knots) 8000 nm
Power Plant Diesel
Electrical Generation Diesel
Propulsion 2 Shafts, CR Propellers 
Ship’s Crew (includes organic asset support) 500 (USN manning)
Medical Staff 321
Hospital Beds 26 ICU, 220 Ward
Operating Rooms 4
Organic Aviation Capability 2 H-60 or similar
Aviation landing Capability Any US rotary wing
Organic boats 25 man medical tender, 2 LCPL
Well-Deck receiving Capability 1 LCAC or 1 LCU
Ship Conversion Cost $122,439,700  

T-AH(L) Ship Characteristics Table 
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Top Deck (OR & ICU) of “Hospital Box” 


